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This Report (Subi East: Stage 1 - Public Art Proposal - Landscaping and
Public Realm) proposes a number of public art and interpretive elements
for implementation in the next stage of delivery.
It has been prepared in conjunction with the Public Realm Development
Application Report developed by UDLA and Oculus.
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The Subi East precinct is located in one of Perth’s oldest and most iconic
suburbs - Subiaco, which is enviably located between city and coast
and just a few kilometres from central Perth, Leederville and West Perth.
Vibrant community life, leafy streets and undeniable character, Subiaco,
has evolved from its working class roots, to become a sought after
place to live, a place of recreation, a place to shop and experience some
cultural flair.
The Subi East project will see the rejuvenation of 35ha of land to create
a vibrant new north-eastern gateway to Subiaco – one that respects and
celebrates the rich heritage of the area, while realising the importance
of its prominent location on the doorstep of the Perth CBD. The
construction of the Perth Children’s Hospital and Optus Stadium have
created an exciting opportunity to redevelop the Subiaco Oval and
former Princess Margaret Hospital sites as part of this transformation.
Subi East ultimately will be a vibrant, well-connected city village with
great places to live, learn, work and play. Subi East has been developed
through consultation with the community and will deliver:
• Diverse housing across the precinct, catering for families, aged care and
affordable options
• Bob Hawke College, Perth’s new inner-city high school and key anchor
of the Subi East development
• A ‘green spine’ and green links to unify the precinct and connect it to
surrounding areas
• Quality recreation and community spaces including reinstatement of
the Subiaco Oval playing surface, Mueller Park and smaller connecting
areas, intended to be shared by locals and visitors
• New east-west and north-south linkages, creating stronger connections

between Subiaco, the city and West Leederville
• A pedestrian-friendly precinct with people-centred intersections
This Report should be read in conjunction with the Subi East Public Art +
Interpretation Plan, which draws on the Subi East Public Art Strategy and Phase
2 Master Plan Report and other planning documents to ensure a robust and
integrated plan.
The Subi East Public Art Strategy is the overarching public art planning
document for Subi East. The strategy outlines a high-level approach to public art
for the whole of the Subi East redevelopment.
The Subi East Public Art + Interpretation Plan provides information on the
planning of public art to be delivered by DevelopmentWA and its delivery agents
in Phase 2 of the Subi East Redevelopment. The Plan provides information on
project that will be undertaken by creatives to realise the Subi East vision.
This Report is a Summary for DA and includes:
•

Key objectives for public art within Subi East Stage 1;

•

Bidi Trail

•

Celebration of WA Football History

•

Aboriginal football players

•

Subiaco Oval Gates

The planning approach has been undertaken in line with the broader project
vision, ensuring key stakeholder and community input to date is maintained
throughout the project approach and that the economic and qualitative
outcomes set by the Masterplan are achieved.

Judy WATSON - NCA_Reconciliation_Place_Fire_and_Water

Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The visitor experience should be
one of discovery or inspired insight.
The local visitor should experience
a degree of self revelation,
while those from further afield
should enjoy a richer insight into the
place, the State and the country.” 1

AIMS
The Plan has three main aims:
1.

Provide an opportunity for visitors and residents to form connections
and a deeper engagement with the place through the purposeful
delivery of stories directly relevant to the history of the region;

2.

Reveal the value of Whadjuk Noongar, Subiaco and Subiaco Oval’s
cultural heritage; and

3.

Provide opportunities for reflection of the site’s past through
consideration of interpretive elements embedded into the
landscape.

OBJECTIVES
The following objectives make a clear statement of intent to guide the
efforts of developers, curators, cultural producers, designers and artists in
realising the vision outlined in the Subi East Public Art Strategy:
1.

To make Subi East an inviting community destination;

2.

To assist with the development of a place with a rich character
responding to the local context;

3.

To contribute to a meaningful sense of place for a wide range of
audiences;

4.

To activate the site throughout the day and night;

5.

To recognise the site’s various characters: commercial, educational
recreational and residential.

Subi East: Stage 1 - Public Art Proposal - Landscaping and Public Realm

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

The place should be presented
as a space for public discourse
and invite the visitor to share the
excitement of thinking about the past,
the present and the future.

The Plan has been developed in consultation with a range of
stakeholders. It defines a clear set of aims, objectives and principles to
guide procurement, development and delivery of public art across the
site.
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“The principal aim of interpretation
is not instruction, but provocation.

Strategic Objectives

1.1 AIMS + OBJECTIVES
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The principles apply equally to the creation of major public artworks as they do to the design
of interpretive elements and the engagement of artists for temporary projects or events. The
principles form the criteria for the project selection and will be included in the artists’ briefs.

Principle 1: Excellence

Principle 2: Diversity of Projects

To become a distinctive cultural
destination, excellence is critical
in commissioning works of
art, interpretation and cultural
programs.

Public art and cultural programs at Subi East will
explore and be open to the full range of media
used by contemporary artists.

Exceptional Quality
Artworks to be delivered for
Subi East will be of exceptional
artistic merit. Curatorial advisors
will be engaged to facilitate the
engagement of artists for particular
projects to make meaningful
statements that are true to the site’s
history.
Creative and Innovative
Design Briefs will provide a clear
framework to inspire the fullest
creative input. Artworks will be
selected that present innovative
and sustainable ideas that
consider deliverability, materiality,
maintenance and safety.

Audience
Artists and developers will need to consider
diverse audiences including residents, workers,
students and visitors, and people of differing
ages, abilities and socioeconomic and cultural
backgrounds.
Scale
As audiences engage in different ways, it is
important to create a range of spaces and
works, from the monumental and immediately
noticeable, to the discrete and discoverable.
Engagement
Audiences will engage with differing intensity.
Some projects may require active audience
involvement and participation, whereas others
may satisfy a desire for passive reflection.
Time
Audiences will range from those with no time
constraints and a desire for a sense of discovery,
while others may only fleetingly experience the
precinct.

Principle 4: Education

Principle 5: Creative Collaborations

Principle 6: Discovery

In line with DevelopmentWA’s sustainable development
ambitions, sustainable art practices throughout the site will be
pursued.

At the forefront of the planning and implementation
of public art is the idea of education, artwork and
interpretive elements must be informative and tell a
story.

To ensure Subi East is a vibrant destination,
it must demonstrate multiple voices and
viewpoints, as opposed to one singular
vision.

The principle of discovery places an emphasis on
process and experiences.

Creating Opportunities for Learning

Culturally Appropriate Design

Subi East public art will create opportunities for
learning environments that respect the cultures,
languages and experiences of Aboriginal people. This is
key to overcoming disadvantage and working toward
meaningful reconciliation. Improving knowledge
and understanding of Aboriginal histories, including
understanding significant Aboriginal people, places or
events, is a great way to learn more about Aboriginal
culture and communities.

Collaboration with local Aboriginal people
is essential for the authenticity of Subi
East public art projects. Appropriate use of
cultural material, is important. Aboriginal
Elders will be engaged in the design,
decision making and delivery of projects
to ensure the teaching of Aboriginal
histories and cultures is locally relevant and
appropriate.

Creating Spaces for Learning

Development

Public art might assist with the creation of a physical
space that enables students to learn in settings that
are culturally inclusive, for example, lessons that are
connected to local histories, cultures and languages;
and establishing initiatives and approaches that
support the physical health and social and emotional
well-being of students.

This Plan establishes platforms for
collaborations on permanent works.
Collaborative design and program
development is critical, as art that is
integrated into the physical and social fabric
of the landscapes and buildings will bring
a distinctive character to Subi East. Great
public art will be realised by engaging
artists and artistic teams in collaborative
relationships with architects, designers,
curators, managers and the community.

Grounded in Country
Much of the Subi East public art will be led by Aboriginal Elders,
to explore the strong spiritual connection Aboriginal people
have with Country, a defining element of Aboriginal culture. This
includes the importance of land, caring for Country and using
natural resources in a sustainable manner; spending time on
Country; and learning about the historical and cultural significance
of the local area.
Social Inclusion
Early engagement will be undertaken with community
stakeholders to provide opportunities for them to positively
influence public art outcomes. Public art will be planned to
support community infrastructure and activities and opportunities
for visitors and residents to socialise.
Environmental Integrity
Artworks may reference environmental, social and economic
sustainability and may actively protect and manage natural
systems, habitat and biodiversity. Artists will be encouraged
to embrace ecologically sustainable design, for example via
utilisation of renewable power sources, or through using materials
and processes in their work to reflect the importance of ecological
sustainability. Artists will be encouraged to respond to climate
change and efficiently and innovatively manage energy, water,
resources and materials.
Longevity and Relevance
The life-cycle of artworks will be considered at the brief
development and commissioning stage with the expectation that
major permanent public art works will have longevity and ongoing
relevance. Maintenance schedules and continuous evaluation
frameworks will be applied throughout the life of the works.

Social Inclusion
Subi East public art will be for everyone - shared
knowledge, shared learning and shared understanding.
Language
Subi East public art will increase awareness and
appreciation of local Noongar language and further
explore culture through written and visual artworks.
Language is connected to Country and culture so
keeping language strong is keeping culture strong.

Strategic Objectives

Principle 3: Sustainability

Engagement
Audiences engaged with an artistic process are
more likely to take away an active experience, an
understanding, rather than a passive recognition
of a finished product.
Displaying an active exploration of the underlying
processes to developing public art will also help
audiences understand the local significance of
the precinct.
Site Specific, Distinctive and Unique
Subi East public art will be site specific and
true to the area. The integration of public art,
interpretation and cultural programs within
the landscape, architecture and other design
elements will be critical in establishing an
authentic sense of place. Works will be developed
that respond to its past, present and future and
can illuminate its significance.
A New Way of Living
Public art, interpretation and cultural programs
will reflect the Redevelopment Area’s ambition
to create a cohesive community between people
who live, work and play at Subi East. Projects
will assist well-being and the process of social
inclusion, breaking down barriers to highlight a
new way of living.

Subi East: Stage 1 - Public Art Proposal - Landscaping and Public Realm

The principles provide clear guidance for developing projects, shaping briefs, selecting artists
and implementing projects. They ensure a balance between the site, historical significance,
audience and national identity.
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Strategic Objectives

1.2 GUIDING PRINCIPLES

The Subi East Public Art Strategy highlights the value of public art and interpretation in recognising both the Aboriginal history and significance to the Subi East site,
and reinforcing local social and cultural history.

Strategic Objectives

1.3 THEMES

In considering how interpretation and story-telling might contribute to the overall visitor experience, DevelopmentWA will work with the City of Subiaco, developers,
artists, curators, designers, architects and external advisors to ensure an approach to interpretation is interesting, stimulating, entertaining, expressive and holistic.
To date, three prominent themes for interpretation have emerged, however these should not exclude other themes from being considered. These are: Winin Katidjin
(Living Knowledge), Places to Remember and Living Sharing Learning.

PLACES TO REMEMBER

LIVING SHARING LEARNING

Noongar Stories - Interpretation of Noongar
culture and stories will be presented throughout
the Subi East Redevelopment Area. Sharing the
richness of Noongar knowledge, culture and
history to strengthen community and promote
wider understanding. Preserving and promoting
Noongar boodjar (country), katidjin (knowledge),
and wongin (language).

Subi East Stories - recorded stories of people who
have intimate knowledge of the place; individual
and group experiences of living working and
recreating at Subi East; events and activities that
occurred at Subi East. Events and experiences of
Noongar Boodjar, Subiaco Oval, Subiaco Gates,
The Aleppo Pines, Princess Margaret Hospital.

Stories about how we live -Stories of the present
and the hopes and plans for the future. Taking
the two local High Schools, Perth Modern and
Bob Hawke College into consideration, along
with the ethos underpinning the whole of the
Subi East Redevelopment - teaching, sharing and
education.

Subi East: Stage 1 - Public Art Proposal - Landscaping and Public Realm

WININ KATIDJIN (LIVING KNOWLEDGE)
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Lena Yarinkura, Sven Dogs, Skygate Brisbane.

Considerable information about these themes is available in preceding documents and the Subi East: Cultural Context document.

Fiona Foley Bibles and BulletsRedfern Park
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STAGE 1:
PUBLIC ART PROPOSAL

PROPOSED PUBLIC ART PROJECTS

SIX SEASONS BIDI MARKERS
The Six Seasons Bidi is the key infrastructure project for Subi East.

or

01_Six Seasons Bidi

y Corrid
Railwa

02_Celebration of WA Football
History

1

03_Aboriginal Football players

Subiaco Road
5

Public Art Proposal

2.1 STAGE 1: PUBLIC ART PROPOSAL

Strategic and aspirational, the project will provide a unified experience across the site, strongly
grounded in Noongar culture.
The Six Seasons Bidi recognises and celebrates the ongoing knowledge and connection to country
and culture which Noongar people hold. The project explores these connections and will allow the
broader community to interact with one of the oldest living cultures in the world.
This first stage of the SUbi East development will see the implementation of two of the Six Season
Bidi sites: Makuru; and Djilba, along with the artwork and interpretive elements proposed for the Subi
Oval Neighbourhood - Central plaza.

5
3

e
Driv

04_Subi Oval Gates

The locations are approximate and may
change as the design is developed.
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Mueller Park

Market Square

Bob Hawke College

Coghlan Road

Subiaco Oval

SUBIACO OVAL MASTERPLAN
LEGEND
1

Court Place

2

Heritage Plaza

3

Northern Public Open Space

4

Oval Surrounds

5

Green Link

6

Subiaco Road Extension

DJILBA

KAMBARANG

BIRAK

BUNURU

DJERAN

(Aug & Sept)

(Oct & Nov)

(Dec & Jan)

(Feb & Mar)

(Apr & May)

The First Rains.

First Spring.

Second Spring

The First Summer.

Second Summer.

Autumn.

Fertility Season.

Season of
Conception.

Season of Birth

Season of the
Young.

Season of
Adolescence.

Season of
Adulthood.

Time to travel to
inland areas. Coldest
and wettest season
of the year. More
frequent gales and
storms

Rains fill lakes and
waterholes. Mixture
of wet days with
increasing number
of clear, cold nights
and pleasant warm
days.

Longer and warmer
days and less rain.
Animals have
babies. Magpies
swoop protectively.

Reptiles emerge
from hibernation.
Dry and hot
Burning time

Children learn
tool-making and
responsibility.
Hottest part of the
year

Time of Marriages
and courtship
ceremonies. Cooler
weather begins

Community Hub

Heritage Gates

Bob Hawk Oval

‘PMH’ Plaza
Enterance

Thomas Street
Underpass

West Leederville
Underpass
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Roberts Road

MAKURU
(Jun & Jul)
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4

Subiaco Oval Concept Design Masterplan

0m

20

40

100m

https://www.derbalnara.org.au/boodjar-six-seasons Boodjar Six Seasons

Public Art Proposal

LP_01_SIX SEASONS BIDI - ELEMENT 1 - PATTERNS

Recognisably Noongar artwork to represent
each of the six seasons, integrated into the
landscape design. The Subi East Elder Group
will inform the appropriate season for each
site. Pattern designs could include text and/
or imagery.
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Themes
•

Winin Katidjin

•

Place to Remember

•

Living Sharing Learning

Stories
•

Sculpture

Materials + Fabrication
Pattern designs may be integrated into
the ground plane, seating or built form
(sandblasted or resist concrete), or fabricated
into shade canopies or screening elements
using perforated, laser cut or welded metal.
Procurement Process
•

Open Competition EOI - Noongar Artists

•

Open Competition EOI - Artist Mentor

Be integrated into and accentuate the
built form and architectural design.

Purpose / Benefits:

Objectives
History

Community

•

To enhance the visitor experience.

•

To provide dynamic interpretation.

•

Develop the capacity of Noongar artists.

•

Assisting with way-finding - focal point
and precinct identifier.

•

Interesting and educational experience
for visitors.

Location
Stage 1 Landscaping and Public Realm

•

Create points of interest to encourage
people to gather, linger.

•

Add a layer of texture and interest to the
public realm.

•

Adding interest and cultural value to the
built form.

•

Assist with the public realm narrative.

The Six Seasons Bidi is a journey across the
precinct, connecting the site through six
specially designed spaces that are located
at significant places within the project area.
The Six Season Bidi spaces will not start and
finish with the marker spaces, they will merge
into the next, as different environmental
transitions take place,

Noongar Six Seasons

Type
•

•

Stakeholders
•

DevelopmentWA

•

City of Subiaco

•

Subi East Whadjuk Elder Group

Destination

Aboriginal

Keepers Tools
Kambarni
Painting

Marri Mia (Tree House)
Kylie Graham
Perth Stadium

Wagyl Mia - Snake House
Kylie Graham
Perth Stadium

This first stage of the Subi East development
will see the implementation of 3 Six Season
Bidi sites: Djeran; Makuru; and Djilba.

Considerations
•

Align with, and accentuate the landscape
design.

•

Complement the design materiality.

Subiaco Oval Concept Design Maserplan. UDLA + OCULUS. Dec. 2020
Marri Mia (Tree House)
Kylie Graham
Perth Stadium

untitled
Lena Nyadbi with Hassell
The Westin Perth

Graphic Concrete
Product Pattern
Stockholm, Sweden

Public Art Proposal

LP_01_SIX SEASONS BIDI - ELEMENT 2 - MARKERS

Recognisably Noongar artwork to represent
each of the six seasons, integrated into the
landscape design. The Subi East Elder Group
will inform the appropriate season for each
site.

Considerations

Each marker will be a distinct 3D sculptural
form. Markers could be an individual standalone work or a group or series of works
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Themes
•

Winin Katidjin

•

Place to Remember

•

Living Sharing Learning

•

Align with, and accentuate the landscape
design.

•

Complement the design materiality.

•

Be integrated into and accentuate the
built form and architectural design.

Objectives
•

To enhance the visitor experience.

•

To provide dynamic interpretation.

•

Develop the capacity of Noongar artists.

•

Assisting with way-finding - focal point
and precinct identifier.

•

Interesting and educational experience
for visitors.

•

Create points of interest to encourage
people to gather, linger.

•

Add a layer of texture and interest to the
public realm.

•

Adding interest and cultural value to the
built form.

•

Assist with the public realm narrative.

Stories
•

Noongar Six Seasons

Type
•

Sculpture

Materials + Fabrication
The markers will have a design consistency
through materiality. Each marker will be
cast from metal, though the type of metal
may vary, there will be a consistency in
the precious, timeless, tactile nature and
durability of the material.
Procurement Process
•

Open Competition EOI - Noongar Artists

•

Open Competition EOI - Artist Mentor

Purpose / Benefits:

History

Destination

Community

Aboriginal

Location
Stage 1 Landscaping and Public Realm

Witnessing to Silence
Fiona Foley
Brisbane Magistrates Court,

Flooded River
Wendy Warrie
Karratha Quarter

Roots and Seads
Violet Samson
Karratha Quarter

The Six Seasons Bidi is a journey across the
precinct, connecting the site through six
specially designed spaces that are located
at significant places within the project area.
The Six Season Bidi spaces will not start and
finish with the marker spaces, they will merge
into the next, as different environmental
transitions take place,
This first stage of the Subi East development
will see the implementation of 3 Six Season
Bidi sites: Djeran; Makuru; and Djilba.

Stakeholders
•

DevelopmentWA

•

City of Subiaco

•

Subi East Whadjuk Elder Group

Subiaco Oval Concept Design Maserplan. UDLA + OCULUS. Dec. 2020
Eran
Thancoupie Gloria Fletcher
National Gallery of Australia

Tow Row
Judy Watson
Brisbane’s Gallery of Modern Art

Robert Andrew
Grounded in the present
Brisbane, Australia

Public Art Proposal
SSubi East: Stage 1 - Public Art Proposal - Landscaping and Public Realm
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LP_01_SIX SEASONS BIDI - ELEMENT 3 - ANIMALS

Recognisably Noongar artwork for each
season, integrated into the landscape
design. The Subi East Elder Group will
inform the appropriate season for each site,
eg: Koolbardi (Australian Magpie) become
active, nest and protect their young during
the season of Kambarang. The animal or
animal group will be the essence of the
animal rather than trying to look like a true
representation.

Objectives

Themes
•

Winin Katidjin

•

Place to Remember

•

Living Sharing Learning

Stories
•

Noongar Six Seasons

Type
•

Sculpture

Considerations
•

Align with, and accentuate the landscape
design.

•

Complement the design materiality.

•

Be integrated into and accentuate the
built form and architectural design.

•

To enhance the visitor experience.

•

To provide dynamic interpretation.

•

Develop the capacity of Noongar artists.

•

Assisting with way-finding - focal point
and precinct identifier.

•

Interesting and educational experience
for visitors.

•

Create points of interest to encourage
people to gather, linger.

•

Add a layer of texture and interest to the
public realm.

•

Adding interest and cultural value to the
built form.

•

Assist with the public realm narrative.

Materials + Fabrication
The markers will have a design consistency
through materiality. The animal sculptures
will be cast in metal providing a material
consistency through the project.

Purpose / Benefits:

History

Destination

Community

Aboriginal

Location
Stage 1 Landscaping and Public Realm

Seven Dogs
Lena Yarinkura
Skygate, Brisbane Airport Corporation, 2010.

Camp Dogs
Lena Yarinkura
Skygate, Brisbane Airport Corporation

The Six Seasons Bidi is a journey across the
precinct, connecting the site through six
specially designed spaces that are located
at significant places within the project area.
The Six Season Bidi spaces will not start and
finish with the marker spaces, they will merge
into the next, as different environmental
transitions take place,
This first stage of the Subi East development
will see the implementation of 3 Six Season
Bidi sites: Djeran; Makuru; and Djilba.

Procurement Process
•

Open Competition EOI - Noongar Artists

•

Open Competition EOI - Artist Mentor

Stakeholders
•

DevelopmentWA

•

City of Subiaco

•

Subi East Whadjuk Elder Group
Subiaco Oval Concept Design Maserplan. UDLA + OCULUS. Dec. 2020

Meerkat Family
Mikaela Castledine
Connect South, South Perth

Chimera
Susan Flavel
Studio Shot

Cerberus
Susan Flavel
Midland Railway Workshops

Public Art Proposal

LP_03_CELEBRATION OF WA FOOTBALL HISTORY

This project will be a celebration of WA
Football interpreting the history and heritage
of Subiaco Oval and its importance to
football in Western Australia.
Generations of Western Australians have
recognised Subiaco Oval as a place of
State and national significance. For most
of its history, the venue has primarily been
associated with the sport of Australian
football.
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In the memories and experience of football
followers today, it was, indeed, ‘the home’ of
football in the State.2

people to gather, linger.
•

Add a layer of texture and interest to the
public realm.

•

Adding interest and cultural value to the
built form.

•

Assist with the public realm narrative.

Place to Remember

•

Living Sharing Learning

Stories
•

Sandover Medallists

Type
•

Memorial

•

Interpretive Design

•

Sculpture

Objectives
•

To enhance the visitor experience.

•

Reveals the story of the Medal and the
key player recipients

•

Interesting experience for visitors.

•

Create points of interest to encourage

History

Community

Destination

Football

Considerations
•

Align with, and accentuate the landscape
design.

•

Complement the design materiality.

•

Be integrated into and accentuate the
built form and architectural design.

Themes
•

Purpose / Benefits:

Materials + Fabrication
Integrated into the landscape design. Wall or
ground plane.
Procurement Process
•

Open Competition EOI

•

Creative Producer + Public Art +
Interpretive Design | EOI.

Darling Quarter
Duece Design & Aspect
Sydney

Current Sandover Medal Walk
City of Subiaco

Location
Subi Oval Neighbourhood - Central plaza.
A place for interpretation of WA Football
History.
The space has been designed with some form
of celebration of WA Football history to be
incorporated, either through interpretation
of the Sandover Medal Award. This approach
will require ongoing engagement with key
stakeholders in the community through
concept design phases.

Stakeholders
DevelopmentWA, City of Subiaco, Heritage
Council of WA, WAFC, Subi East Whadjuk
Elder Group

Subi East Phase 2 Master Plan Report, UDLA + OCULUS. June 2020

Darling Quarter
Duece Design & Aspect
Sydney

Pirrama Park
Duece Design & Aspect
Sydney

Strathewen Memorial
Arterial
Victoria

Public Art Proposal
Subi East: Stage 1 - Public Art Proposal - Landscaping and Public Realm
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LP_04_ABORIGINAL FOOTBALL PLAYERS

This project will celebrate the significant
contribution of Aboriginal Football players in
WA and the AFL.

Type

Over the many decades of football at
Subiaco Oval, Aboriginal players have been
recognised for their abilities and triumphs:
something they have not always received in
Western Australia, particularly in the early
20th century. Many have argued that the
game of Australian rules football it itself
descended from an Aboriginal game played
by Aboriginal people across the south east of
Australia called ‘Marngrook’: word from the
language of Gunditjmara people that means
‘game ball.’.3
Themes
•

Place to Remember

•

Living Sharing Learning

Stories

•

Memorial

•

Interpretive Design

•

Sculpture

History

Community

Football

Aboriginal

Destination

Objectives
•

To enhance the visitor experience.

•

Opportunity for Reconciliation,

•

Interesting experience for visitors.

•

Create points of interest to encourage
people to gather, linger.

•

Add a layer of texture and interest.

•

Adding interest and cultural value.

•

Assist with the public realm narrative.

Considerations
•

Accentuate the landscape design.

•

Complement the design materiality.

•

Be integrated into the landscape design.

•

High achieving Aboriginal Footballers

•

Football brings people together

•

Recognition and reconciliation.

•

Football is a place where Aboriginal
people excel

•

Noongar have been associated with
Subiaco through Australian Rules
Football since at least the late 19th
Century.

•

Open Competition EOI

•

Creative Producer + Interpretive Design

1939+ Aboriginal People feature in
football at Subiaco Oval (Carrolup
students visit 24/09/49 v the Thomas St.
school team)

DevelopmentWA, City of Subiaco, WAFC, Subi
East Whadjuk Elder Group

•

Purpose / Benefits:

Materials + Fabrication

Bulletin Place
Duece Design & Aspect
Sydney

Bulletin Place
Duece Design & Aspect
Sydney

Jacob the Angel
Coffee House Branding
London

Point Walter Entry Statement
Mark Cox and Applecross SHS students
City of Melville

Location
Subi Oval Neighbourhood - Central plaza.
A place for interpretation of WA Football
History.
The space has been designed for celebration
of WA Football history to be incorporated.
This approach will require ongoing
engagement with key stakeholders in the
community through concept design phases.

Integrated into the landscape design
Procurement Process

Stakeholders

Subi East Phase 2 Master Plan Report, UDLA + OCULUS. June 2020
Pirrama Park
Duece Design & Aspect
Sydney

Public Art Proposal
Subi East: Stage 1 - Public Art Proposal - Landscaping and Public Realm
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LP_05_SUBI OVAL GATES

This project will acknowledge the Subiaco
Oval Gates, built in 1935 and entered into the
State Register of Heritage Places in 2000.

Type
•

Interpretive Design

•

Public Art - Sound + Light

“Those gates were like walking into
Disneyland for me. It just felt great, I loved
football, I loved the people who played it,
and I really loved the atmosphere”. Dennis
Commetti, renowned sports broadcaster,
WAFL Coach and player (Stories of Subi
Podcast, 2020)

•

Conservation activities/works to the
heritage items

•

Adaptive re-use of items

•

To enhance the visitor experience.

Subiaco Oval Gates is a small-scale well
executed Inter-War Art Deco style building,
and a well recognised landmark since its
construction in 1935.4

•

Interesting experience for visitors.

•

Create points of interest to encourage
people to gather, linger.

•

Add a layer of texture and interest.

•

Adding interest and cultural value.

•

Assist with the public realm narrative.

Themes
•

Place to Remember

•

Living Sharing Learning

Stories

Objectives

Considerations
•

Accentuate the landscape design.

•

Complement the design materiality.
Be integrated into the landscape design.

•

Physical iterations of oval viewing
structures

•

•

Evolution of the oval as an indicator of
the professionalization of sport.

Materials + Fabrication

•

Mid 1940’s- live-in caretakers (top of
the grandstand)- counter meals for
members.

•

Numbers of attendees - Largest games;
WAFL Grand Final, 1979,

•

Concerts and events held at the oval

•

1921 – first interstate game, won by WA

•

Subiaco Oval spectator experience.

TBC

Purpose / Benefits:

History

Community

Football

Wayfinding

Destination

Subiaco Oval Gates
Drawing

Gate of Bright Lights
Space Popular
Seoul, South Korea

Subiaco Oval Gates

Location
Subi Oval Neighbourhood - Central plaza.
The Heritage Gates Plaza creates a public
realm that provides scale and context to
the retained heritage gates, ensuring they
maintain relevance in their new setting. The
Heritage Gates will maintain a visual
connection to the Oval and will be a literal
gateway into the Oval precinct and a
celebration of WA football in this Historic
Home of Football.

Procurement Process
•

Open EOI - Creative Producer +
Interpretive Design + Public Art

Stakeholders
DevelopmentWA, City of Subiaco, WAFC, Subi
East Whadjuk Elder Group
Subi East Phase 2 Master Plan Report, UDLA + OCULUS. June 2020
Portal
Stephen Pennock & Shavaurn Hanson
John Macmillan Park

Ziggy Installation
Hou de Sousa
New York

Iceberg
Atomic 3
Montreal

Lena Yarinkura, Sven Dogs, Skygate Brisbane.
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1
Subi East Redevelopment Interpretation Plan, Mulloway Studio +
Soula Veyradier. June 2020 (p7)

During normalisation all rights and responsibilities granted to
Developmental will be transferred to the City of Subiaco this includes the
following items.
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•

•
•

Artist consent for the owner to publish images of the artwork for noncommercial purposes such as Annual Reports, marketing documents
for the precinct, the artwork or other promotional material as set
out in the Artwork Commission Agreement. Images of the artwork
may be published as long as the source of the photographs is
acknowledged.
Acknowledging the artist/s via an attribution plaque (Copyright
Amendment (Moral Rights) Act 2000).
Understanding the commissioner/owner cannot change the artwork
unless the artist has approved the proposed change. (Copyright
Amendment (Moral Rights) Act 2000).

•

Acceptance of maintenance obligations, which will be outlined
in the Maintenance + Operational Manual(Copyright Amendment
(Moral Rights) Act 2000).

•

Understanding the aforementioned Copyright legislation remains
active and in force until copyright in the work expires – usually 70
years following the creator’s death.

To assist these rights and responsibilities the City of Subiaco will be
provided with a complete Close Out Report for each project including a
copy of :
•

Any photographic and video documentation;

•

Any appropriate procurement reports;

•

Any appropriate artwork documentation and or plans; and

•

The Maintenance + Operational Manual.

2
Subi East Cultural Context and Place Narrative, Creating
Communities. May 2020 (p57)
3
Subi East Cultural Context and Place Narrative, Creating
Communities. May 2020 (p62)
4

Subi East Redevelopment Interpretation Plan, Mulloway Studio +

Soula Veyradier. June 2020 (p11)

Page 23. Ngilgy, with her camp dogs. 1895 Greenham & Evans.
Photo: Storylines LISWA
Page 23. A baby being weighed in 1940.
Photo: The West Australian
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Page 23. 2 boys with magnifying glasses
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Ownership of the artworks developed for Subi East are likely to be
handed over from DevelopmentWA to the City of Subiaco during
normalisation.

3.3 IMAGE CREDITS

Subi East: Stage 1 - Public Art Proposal - Landscaping and Public Realm

3.2 ENDNOTES
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3.1 HAND-OVER & MAINTENANCE

Lvl 1, 454 William Street
PERTH WA 6050
AUSTRALIA
P 0413 56 0413
E hello@apparatus.net.au

www.apparatus.net.au

